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AFLOS for Leasing
Since a few years GNSS Flight Recorders are used for international competitions.
Do you want to use AFLOS for national, regional and local competitions too?
Or you only want to improve the training for your national team by using AFLOS?
In both cases I will make you a proposal.
You can lease AFLOS !
Some benefits for you:
*
*
*
*
*

You get the AFLOS you need, without having the full cost now.
Low leasing rates over six years (one rate 25% and fife rates 15%).
AFLOS will stay the whole time by you.
You decide the usage of AFLOS (competition, training and time).
AFLOS can be refinanced by renting to the competitors
(For example 15€ for one competition day)
* After the full sum is paid, AFLOS will be yours.
* No interest, but also no discount.
* No risk! If you don’t want to use AFLOS longer, you can send it back.
Please have a look on the “Example Leasing Agreement”, especially the special conditions.
Some benefits for the organizer of competitions:
*
*
*
*
*

Exact and easy Check Point timing.
Continuously observation of the flight rules.
Fast and easy evaluation of the competition.
Less personal for preparation, carrying out and evaluation of a competition.
Saving personal and work for Organisation will save money.
Î Reduce cost for competition.

Some benefits for the competitor:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Exact record of the flight.
Fair evaluation of the competition.
Fast competition results.
Easy training with best effectiveness for competition.
Debriefing of the flight by the competitor himself.
Discussing the flight with other competitors or pilots.
No additional helper, no Organisation necessary for training.
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Technical Data:
Operating Temperature Range:

- 30°C to + 80°C (exempt Display)

Operating Voltage:

3,6 to 6,0 Volt (12V adapter cable optional)

Current Consumption:

approx. 90 mA without active aerial

(update rate = 1Hz)

approx. 100 mA with active aerial

Receiver Sensitivity:

better -143 dBm

Reception:

max. 16 Satellites, parallel

Update Rate (Position Fix):

1Hz – 4Hz; 1 to 4 times per second

Synchronisation Time:

15 seconds - 15 minutes

Position Accuracy:

mostly better than 10 meter

Max. Ground Speed:

999 kt

Memory Capacity: (Update Rate = 1Hz)

more than 35 record hours

Power Supply:

4 x Mignon AA

Operating Time: (Update Rate = 1Hz)

over 20 hours with 2300 mAh

Aluminium Box:

130 x 80 x 40 mm

Weight without / with Batteries:

250 gr / 350 gr

Data Speed RS232 (USB optional):

115 kBit/sec (1 hour flight less than 10 seconds)
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Leasing Agreement
Lessor:

BeHeTec GmbH & Co. KG
Halsbach; Oberdorf 16
91602 Dürrwangen
Germany

Lessee:

Registered Office:
Registered with the Magistrates Court in:
Registration Number:
President:
VAT Identification Number.:

91602 Dürrwangen; OT. Halsbach
Ansbach
HRA 2838
Bertram Henn
DE222193712

XYZ

The Lessor hereby agrees by signing this Agreement to lease to the Lessee the Leased Object specified below in accordance with the
terms and conditions as described below.
Leased Object:

X units of AFLOS (incl. active aerial, lead no. RS232 and battery unit)

Date of Delivery:
Conditions of Lease:
Total Cost:

Down Payment:

Annual Leasing Instalment:

Net
16 % VAT
Gross

€
€
€

X * 862 ,-- €
X * 138, -- €
X * 1000, -- €

25 %
Net
16 % VAT
Gross

€
€
€

X * 215,50 €
X * 34,50 €
X * 250, -- €

Due on:

15 %
Net
16 % VAT
Gross

€
€
€

X * 129,40 €
X * 20,60 €
X * 150, -- €

Due each year on:

Number of Annual Payments:

4

Final Payment:

15 %
Net
16 % VAT
Gross

Beginning on:
€
€
€

X * 129,40 €
X * 20,60 €
X * 150, -- €

Due on:

Reservation of Ownership: Title to the Leased Object will remain with the Lessor until full payment has been received.
Warranty:

The Warranty Period is 24 months. Defects caused by incorrect use are not covered by the Warranty.

Place of Warranty:

91602 Dürrwangen / Halsbach; Germany

Place of Jurisdiction:

91550 Dinkelsbühl; Germany

Special Conditions:
The expenses for shipping and insuring the Leased Object will be carried by the Lessee.
The Leased Object is being delivered with a licence which is limited to one year.
The licence for the Leased Object will be extended for a further year on receipt of each annual payment.
It is not possible to use the Leased Object without a valid licence.
On expiration of this Agreement (receipt of the final payment) the licence for the Leased Object will be extended indefinitely.
This Agreement can be terminated by both parties at any time.
In case of termination of this Agreement the Lessee will carry the costs of the current leasing year as well as all payments made up until
that date. In addition to this the Lessee agrees to replace defective or damaged parts.
The above terms and conditions of this Agreement are herewith accepted by the parties to this Agreement.
For the Lessor:

For the Lessee

Signed in Halsbach, this 00.April.2005

Signed in ____________________________________________

By: B.Henn
President

By:_________________________________________________

